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Course Overview:

Component 1:
Exploring the Media

Written Exam 1.5 hours - 40%

Component 2:
Understanding Media Forms

and Products
Written exam 1.5 hours - 30%

Component 3:
Creating Media Products

Non-exam assessment - 30%

Film
Video Games
Radio
Magazines
Advertising and marketing

Television
Music Industry

Options:
Television
Magazine
Film marketing
Music marketing

Recommended websites:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/media-studies-gcse/#tab_overview
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/pages/ResourceByArgs?subId=20

YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE-B_XkoAgQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUKrxp4BcJrGLzmqAhCjASg

Reading Lists (set products factsheets):
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=950

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/media-studies-gcse/#tab_overview
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/pages/ResourceByArgs?subId=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE-B_XkoAgQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUKrxp4BcJrGLzmqAhCjASg
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=950


Week 1 - Task 1!
Task 1A:
Explain what you hope for in Media Studies. In your response you could include:
> What you hope the course will be like
> Why you decided to choose Media Studies
> What grade you hope for
> What you hope to study
> What skills you hope to learn
> Anything else you want us to know about

Task 1B:
Use the table below to record your media habits over a whole day. Keep a tally of how many times you
experience each type of media and a note of the specific programmes/products you use.



Week 2 - Task 2!

Task 2A:

1: Find a definition for the word demographic, ensuring you put this into your own words so that you
understand it.
2: Next, identify the demographic for the first programme that you see when you turn the television on.

Task 2B:
When breaking down the demographic in Media Studies, we think about:
> The primary demographic (the audience who are most engaged/targeted by the product)
> The secondary demographic (a less important audience who may also be engaged with the
product)

For each of these we include details of:
> Age
> Gender
> Other relevant information such as their likes or dislikes.

TASK: Choose 3 of the following and explain who the primary and secondary demographic for them
are:
a television programme;
an advert;
a film;
A music video; or
Video game

Week 3 - Task 3!

Choose a celebrity:

1: Find images of them in the media (for example on magazine covers or at awards ceremonies)
2: Annotate (label) your images explaining how they are presented. You could comment on:
> Their dress codes (styles of clothing and make-up)
> Colours that they are featured in
> The kinds of camera shots that are used to present them
> The pose they have and what it might suggest.



Week 4 - Task 4!

Do you think we can trust what we read, see and hear in the media? Focus this task on newspapers -
can be in print or online

You may need to conduct some research and use the glossary at the back of this booklet to help you.

In your answer consider:
> Post production (editing, adding, rearranging media before airing it to the public)
> The messages companies and producers want to portray
> The responsibilities that companies have to their audiences.

Week 5 - Task 5!
Task 5A:
Match the regulator (organisation involved in checking media for its suitability) with the kinds of media
that they check. Some regulators may check more than one kind of media.



Task 5B:
Give a brief explanation (no more than 1 paragraph) explaining why you think regulation is necessary.

Week 6 - Task 6!

Task 6A:
Sketch the front cover for a new magazine.

Your magazine can be any of the following genres:
> Fashion
> Fitness
> Specialist (a specific topic)
> Male lifestyle (general male magazine)
> Female lifestyle (general female magazine)

Rules:
A: It should have an original masthead (title)
B: One main image
C: It should include at least 4 coverlines (stories)
D: One coverline should be linked to the image you choose for your cover
E: A price

Task 6B:
You should annotate (label) your sketch with reasons for your choices.
Here is an example of how it could look:



Glossary of terms

Key Term Definition

Denotation The literal or primary meaning of a word, in contrast to the feelings or ideas that the
word suggests. The dictionary definition.

Connotation An idea or feeling which a word invokes for a person in addition to its literal or
primary meaning: the word ‘discipline’ has unhappy connotations of punishment. The
word ‘sunshine’ has connotations of holidays and family holidays.

Code (sign) A system of signs – verbal, aural or visual – used to convey meaning.
Convention (rule) A generally accepted custom or an established rule.
Signifies To be an indication of: the gold font signifies royalty and wealth.
Symbolises A sign or piece of information that represents or indicates something: the script font

symbolised a personal, handwritten approach.
Lighting The arrangement or effect of lights.
Camera shots This is the position of the camera in relation to the protagonist, if the camera is

zoomed in or not and what is been shown by the camera.
Camera angles This is whether the camera is placed in relation to the  protagonist, high low or

eye level.
Representation The description or portrayal of someone or something in a particular way.
Audience The consumer of media texts – a targeted at a specific group of people.
Media language The means by which the media communicates to us and the forms and

conventions by which it does so.
Media Text In Media Studies, the word ‘text’ is used to describe any media product such as

television programmes, photographs, adverts, film, newspaper adverts, radio
programmes, web pages etc.

Genre A category of text, with fixed conventions (e.g. horror).

Subgenre
A text that focuses on a particular set of conventions within a specific genre (e.g.
zombie movies are a subgenre of horror films).

Hybrid genre
Mixture of two or more genre conventions (e.g. Shaun of the Dead is a
horror/comedy/romance hybrid).

Genre code/trope A specific ingredient of the genre (e.g. guns in an action film).
Genre A category of text, with fixed conventions (e.g. horror).
Repertoire of
Elements

All of the elements of a particular genre.  E.g. An old West setting, horses, duels,
cowboy hats and a Sherriff ’s badge are the repertoire of elements for a western.

Intertextuality
A text deliberately borrows a sequence from an existing media text (e.g. The
Simpsons consistently borrows sequences from other media texts)

Pastiche
A text borrows heavily from a certain genre. (Hot Fuzz uses many conventions
from the buddy-cop action subgenre.)

Parody/spoof
A text makes fun of certain genre conventions (e.g. Scary Movie makes fun of
horror films).

Audience Viewers, listeners and readers of a media text.



Code A sign or convention through which the media communicates meaning to us
because we have learned to read it.

Consumer Purchaser, listener, viewer or reader of media products.
Context Time, place or mindset in which we consume media products.
Image A visual representation of something.
Representation The act of communicating by using symbols to stand for things.
SFX Special effects or devices to create visual illusions.
Shot Single image taken by a camera.
Sign A word or image that is used to represent an object or idea.
Sound Effects Additional sounds other than dialogue or music, designed to add realism or

atmosphere.
Stereotype Representation of people or groups of people by a few characteristics.
Still A static image.
Sub-genre A genre within a genre.
Colour palette This is the variation of colours that are used and what these colours are linked to.
Protagonist The main character in a media text.
Intertextuality The variety of ways in which media and other texts interact with each other

rather than being unique or distinct. Therefore if one type of media borrows a
style from another type of media to highlight similarities or draw from another
media’s success.

Symbolism This is when we use certain colours or items to tell us more than they just show
and fits into an area of study that directly links to the media.

Propp’s theory This theorist analysed narrative through folk tales and came up with a narrative
theory that states there are 8 character roles within any story. They are not the
same character but they have the same roles - Villain, hero, donor, helper,
princess, princess’ father, dispatcher, false hero.

Todorov’s theory This theory is also based on narrative, this is based that all stories start with an
equilibrium, which is disrupted by an event/action that leads to dis-equilibrium,
this is then resolved to return to a new equilibrium.

Semiotics This is theory and area of study is based on the language of signs that tells us
more than they actually are. This is based on the fact that a rose on a door step
signifies romance even though it is flower on the floor.

Pressure and
constraints

These are the outside influences on a media text and the boundaries that a media
text must fit to.

Regulation and control These are the rules and laws that a media text must adhere to.
Intrusion and privacy These refer to the media’s role as an observer and re producer of reality, this is

when the media over steps the mark into personal lives to meet an aim.
Marketing and
promotion

These are when a media text is presented to an audience the way in which it is
positioned in it’s particular market.

Genre The classification of a media text into type groupings.
Representation How a media text is presented to it’s audience and what images and signs are

created within the text.
Narrative Sequence of events organised into a story with a particular structure
Institution Refers to social, political and cultural structures within which media productions

and consumption are constrained.



Magazine
Representation The description or portrayal of someone or something in a particular way.
Code (sign) A system of signs – verbal, aural or visual – used to convey meaning.
Convention (rule) A generally accepted custom or an established rule.
Target Audience Specific groups of people that media producers or advertisers want to reach.
Demographics Breaking down society or a sample of people by characteristics such as age, gender,

ethnicity, occupation, income and socio-economic status (quantitative means).
Psychographics The study and classification of people according to their attitudes, aspirations, and

other psychological criteria, especially used in advertising.
Blumler and Katz’s Uses and
gratifications theory (1974):

According to Blumler and Katz, these are the reasons why people consume media
texts. Media producers may design their texts to appeal to these needs and desires.
(see Key Concepts Booklet)

Laura Mulvey - The Male
Gaze: (Mulvey, 1975):

Mulvey argued that women are often presented as passive (often sexualised) 'objects'
for the pleasure of the male gaze.

The Female Gaze: (Gamman
& Marshment, 1988)

These theorists claim that men can also be positioned as sexualised objects for the
pleasure of the female gaze.

Camera Shots


